The recent technological shift in machine translation from statistical machine translation (SMT) to neural machine translation (NMT) raises the question of the strengths and weaknesses of NMT. In this paper, we present an analysis of NMT and SMT systems' outputs from narrow domain English-Latvian MT systems that were trained on a rather small amount of data. We analyze post-edits produced by professional translators and manually annotated errors in these outputs. Analysis of post-edits allowed us to conclude that both approaches are comparably successful, allowing for an increase in translators' productivity, with the NMT system showing slightly worse results. Through the analysis of annotated errors, we found that NMT translations are more fluent than SMT translations. However, errors related to accuracy, especially, mistranslation and omission errors, occur more often in NMT outputs. The word form errors, that characterize the morphological richness of Latvian, are frequent for both systems, but slightly fewer in NMT outputs.
Introduction
For many years, the central problem in machine translation (MT) has been the quality. MT quality has been recognized as a complicated research question when translation is performed into a morphologically rich (and also under-resourced) language with a relatively free word order, e.g., Bulgarian, Croatian, Estonian, Finnish, Greek or Latvian. Possible solutions for widely used statistical machine translation have been studied for many years (e.g., Tamchyna and Bojar 2013; Burlot and Yvon 2015) .
Today machine translation is experiencing a paradigm shift from (phrase-based) statistical machine translation (SMT) to neural machine translation (NMT). The first results obtained in recent years are promising, as it can be seen from the results of WMT 2016 (Bojar et al., 2016) and WMT 2017 (Bojar et al., 2017) .
As NMT becomes more and more popular, the question of what can we expect from NMT in terms of quality becomes very important. Recent analysis of English to German SMT and NMT outputs of manual transcripts of short speeches showed that NMT can decrease the post-editing effort (Bentivogli et al., 2016) . A comparison of NMT and SMT systems for nine language directions (English to and from Czech, German, Romanian, Russian, and English to Finnish) on news stories made by showed that translations produced by NMT systems are more fluent and more accurate in terms of word order compared to translations produced by SMT systems. By analyzing of manually error-annotated outputs of generic EnglishCroatian MT systems, Klubička et al. (2017) found that NMT handles all types of agreement better than SMT (including factored models).
In this paper, we delve further into analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of NMT from the perspective of translation quality and the needs of the localization industry. We analyze translations of good quality domain-specific (medicine related) English-Latvian SMT and NMT systems that were trained on a rather small (ca. 325K sentences) data set. The target language -Latvian -is a morphologically rich under-resourced language (about 1.5 million speakers). As it is a synthetically inflected language, words change their form according to their grammatical function. In Latvian only half of the word endings are unambiguous, while for the rest, multiple base forms may be derived from the inflected form (Skadiņa et al., 2012) .
We analyze outputs of NMT and SMT systems in a post-editing (PE) scenario. Data on PE time, keystrokes, and typical operations were collected during the PE process. Analysis of these data allowed us to conclude that both approaches (SMT and NMT) are comparably successful allowing to increase translator productivity, with the NMT system showing slightly worse results. We believe that the reason translations from the SMT system are better in our case, is that from the small amount of data, SMT learns better terminology and phrases which are specific for the particular narrow domain. The situation could be different for broad domain MT systems, as it can be seen from recent WMT 2017 English-Latvian news domain results, where NMT and hybrid approaches were better (Bojar et al., 2017; Pinnis et al., 2017) .
In addition, for a small sub-set of the MT system translations, manual error annotation was performed. This allowed us to identify the main error categories for each MT system. Through analysis of annotated errors, we found that NMT translations are more fluent than SMT translations, NMT produces significantly fewer typography errors than SMT. At the same time errors related to accuracy, especially, mistranslation and omission errors, occur more often in NMT outputs. The word form errors, which characterize the morphological richness of Latvian, are slightly fewer in NMT outputs.
Related work
Questions on how to evaluate the quality and usefulness of machine translation have been studied for several decades. For localization industry needs, MT quality and PE productivity have been analyzed by Flournoy and Duran (2009) ; Groves and Schmidtke (2009); Plitt and Masselot (2010) ; Skadiņš et al. (2011); Pinnis et al. (2016) and others. These studies report significant productivity increase when good quality SMT systems are used. Recently, for English-Spanish SanchezTorron and Koehn (2016) reported that "for 1-point increase in BLEU, there is a PE time decrease of 0.16 seconds per word, about 3-4%".
Several studies have recently compared SMT and NMT systems. Bentivogli et al. (2016) conducted a detailed analysis of SMT and NMT output for the English-German language pair on translations of manual transcripts of TED talks 1 . They found that NMT decreases post-editing effort, but degrades faster than SMT for longer sentences. They also found that NMT output contains fewer morphology errors, lexical errors and substantially fewer word order errors. compared NMT and SMT systems submitted to WMT16 news translation task for nine translation directions (English to and from Czech, German, Romanian, Russian, and English to Finnish). The authors found that the translations produced by NMT systems were more fluent and more accurate in terms of word order compared to translations produced by SMT systems. They observed that NMT systems are also more accurate at producing inflected forms, but they perform poorly when translating very long sentences.
However, when Farajian et al. (2017) compared the performance of generic English-French NMT and SMT systems, that were trained on a generic parallel corpus composed of data from different domains, they found that on such multidomain data SMT outperforms its neural counterpart. Moreover, Castilho et al. (2017) in their study, in which human evaluators compared NMT and SMT output for a range of language pairs, reported mixed results from the human evaluation. Similarly to the previous authors, they reported an increase in fluency, but inconsistent results for adequacy (the neural model showed a greater number of errors of omission, addition, and mistranslation) for NMT when compared to SMT. They argue that, although "NMT shows significant improvements for some language pairs and specific domains, there is still much room for research and improvement before broad generalizations can be made."
Analysis of NMT and SMT errors was recently made by Klubička et al. (2017) for EnglishCroatian MT systems. The authors analyzed manual error annotations of SMT and NMT system translations in the news domain and concluded that the NMT system reduces the errors produced by the SMT system by 54%.
Data and MT Systems
The SMT and NMT systems were trained on the parallel corpus from the European Medicines Agency (EMEA), which is a part of the OPUS cor- Prior to the training of the MT systems, we preprocessed the training data using tools for corpora cleaning, filtering, non-translatable token (e.g., URL, e-mail address, different code, etc.) identification, tokenization, and true-casing. The statistics of the training corpora before and after preprocessing are given in Table 1 .
Statistical Machine Translation System
The SMT system is a standard phrase-based system that was trained on the Tilde MT platform (Vasiļjevs et al., 2012) with Moses . The system features a 7-gram translation model and a 5-gram language model. The language model was trained with KenLM (Heafield, 2011) .
The system was tuned with MERT (Bertoldi et al., 2009 ) using a held-out set of 2,000 sentence pairs.
Neural Machine Translation System
We used the sub-word neural machine translation toolkit Nematus (Sennrich et al., 2017) for training the NMT system. The toolkit allows training attention-based encoder-decoder models with gated recurrent units in the recurrent layers. For word splitting in sub-word units, we use the byte pair encoding tools from the subword-nmt toolkit (Sennrich et al., 2015) . The NMT system was trained using a vocabulary of 40,000 word parts (39,500 for byte pair encoding), a projection (embedding) layer of 500 dimensions, recurrent units of 1024 dimensions, a batch size of 20 and dropout enabled. All other parameters were set to the default parameters as used by the developers of Nematus for their WMT 2016 submissions (Sennrich et al., 2016) .
MT System Evaluation
SMT and NMT systems were evaluated on a heldout set of 1000 randomly selected sentence pairs. The automatic evaluation results are given in Table 2. The results show that the SMT system achieves better results than the NMT system. This could be explained by the relatively small size of the parallel corpus and a very narrow domain, i.e., from the small amount of data, SMT learns better terminology and phrases which are specific for the particular narrow domain. When translation is performed into a morphologically rich language, such as Latvian, automatic metrics (e.g. BLEU score) are not always good indicators of translation quality. Table 3 illustrates a case, where both translations have the same quality, but because of different word order the SMT translation received 41.38 BLEU points, while the NMT translation -only 24.42 points. To validate the automatic evaluation results, we performed a small blind comparative evaluation task. The task was performed by 5 professional translators who evaluated 198 segments in total. The results of the comparative evaluation show that the translations of the SMT system are preferred more often by evaluators than the translations of the NMT system (see Figure 1) . However, the difference is not statistically significant according to the methodology by Skadiņš et al. (2010) . Therefore, both systems were further used in the post-editing and error annotation experiments.
4 What Can Be Learned from Post-edits?
Post-editing process
For post-editing, we compiled a list of 22,500 segments (360,000 words) from EMEA documents. Then, we split the list into documents consisting of 100 segments so that the original sequence of sentences is preserved, and translated the documents At first, translators were asked to post-edit SMT translations. Then, three months later, they were asked to post-edit NMT translations. For the NMT post-editing task, the documents were redistributed to translators, to ensure that each translator has different set of documents in SMT and NMT post-editing tasks.
We asked translators to post-edit translated segments with the post-editing tool PET (Aziz et al. 2012) . It allowed us to track the time spent on each segment and to log all keystrokes that the translator performed while post-editing each segment. Translators were asked not to spend excessive amounts of time on each segment because the quality expectations were not "human translation quality", but rather "post-editing quality".
To assist post-editing, translators were provided with an automatically extracted in-domain term collection that was integrated into PET and provided translation suggestions for known terms.
After post-editing each segment, translators were asked to evaluate the quality of the MT translation, marking it as one of the following: "near perfect", "very good", "poor", and "very poor". If the translator did not apply any changes, the system automatically assigned the highest quality rating -"Unchanged".
Five professional translators were involved in the SMT post-editing task and seven in the NMT post-editing task. Finally, we asked the translators who participated in both tasks (4 in total) to translate two documents without pre-translated segments in order to measure each translator's pure translation productivity. Figure 2 : Distribution of rankings for MT segments task). To perform a fair comparison between SMT and NMT post-editing tasks, we limit our analysis to the first 20 documents post-edited by each translator participating in both post-editing tasks. We perform the analysis only on segments that were not found in the MT system training data (approximately 36% of segments were discarded). The statistics of the post-edited data that are used for the further analysis is given in Table 4 . We start the analysis by examining the MT quality assessments produced by translators during post-editing. The Figure 2 summarizes the distribution of rankings showing that the SMT system produced a larger proportion of near perfect and perfect translations than the NMT system -50.2% compared to just 39.3%.
Post-editing Results

Most of the translators involved in this experiment
The detailed logs of each translators work allowed to measure the time spent on post-editing Figure 4 : Segment count and editing time distribution for different quality MT segments in three distinct intervals: the amount of time that elapsed between the appearance of an MT segment and the first click, or "reading time"; the amount of time between the first edit and approval of the segment, or "editing time"; and the amount of time spent between approval of the segment and completion of the quality assessment, referred to as "assessment time". The results of the log data analysis in Figure 3 show that on average it takes 30% more time for translators to start editing SMT translations. It is also obvious that editing of good, very good and near perfect SMT translations requires 16-62% more time than for NMT translations. However, the situation is opposite for poor and very poor translations -it requires 3-25% more time to post-edit NMT translations. This difference is more noticeable in Figure 4 , which shows that post-editing poor and very poor NMT translations (24% of all post-edited NMT translations) required more than half of the editing time (55.1%). In terms of productivity (see Figure 5 ), it is evident that both tasks (SMT and NMT postediting) obtain higher productivity than pure translation. However, the productivity is higher for post-editing SMT translations (104% compared to 94%).
When analyzing the effect of the length of segments on productivity (tokens translated/postedited per hour), the results in Figure 6 showed that there is an obvious decrease in post-editing productivity for longer segments, with the NMT post-editing productivity decreasing faster than for SMT post-editing. It is interesting that there is almost no change in productivity when translating without MT support.
The information on the time spent on each segment allows us to analyze the relationship between the post-editing productivity and the postediting effort that is expressed with the help of the Human-targeted Translation Edit Rate (HTER; Snover et al. 2006) . Figure 7 depicts the aver- Average productivity (tokens translated/post-edited per hour; y axis) at different MT suggestion quality thresholds (HTER; x axis) age productivity for different MT translation quality intervals. It shows that we can identify average MT system quality thresholds, at which postediting becomes productive (HTER of 0.4 or less) and at which it stops being productive (HTER of 0.7 or higher). The average HTER scores of the SMT and NMT systems are 0.22 and 0.31 respectively. The figure also shows that there is little difference between SMT and NMT post-editing, with the NMT post-editing being faster at individual quality levels. Still, because the NMT system produced more poor translations, the overall postediting productivity is higher for the SMT postediting task.
To validate, whether the post-edits are of good quality, we performed quality assessment of the post-edits according to the LISA Quality Assurance model 3 . The quality assessment was performed by professional editors from our localization department. The results in Figure 8 show that even though the task for translators was to perform light post-editing, the quality of the post-edited translations is rated as excellent (i.e., the average error score for both SMT and NMT post-edits is below 10 per 1000 words).
MT Error Annotation
The aim of the error annotation task was to identify common and specific errors for both MT architectures and their influence on the overall quality of MT output. NMT systems were selected. Only translations that were marked as "Very good" during postediting for both MT systems were included. The main reason for including only segments that have good translations was the necessity to avoid wrong annotations due to very bad input.
Error Annotation Task
The error classification used, in this task, is based on Multidimensional Quality Metrics (MQM; ). More specifically, the subset that is defined by was used. In this classification, errors are divided into three top categories: accuracy, fluency, and terminology. These top level categories then include more detailed categories from the MQM issue type hierarchy.
The EA was performed four months after finishing both post-editing tasks. Two translators, who participated in both post-editing tasks, were involved to ensure consistency between post-editing and error annotation tasks and to avoid a situation when translators annotate errors, which were not requested to be corrected during post-editing.
The error annotation was performed in the Translate5 4 platform. Before translators started the error annotation, they were introduced to a video tutorial, written guidelines, and the decision process. During annotation, translators saw the source segment, MT output, and post-edited MT output.
Each translator annotated 1000 segments translated by the SMT system and the same 1000 segments translated by the NMT system. Although inter-annotator agreement was not our main interest, 200 translations from each system were annotated by both translators. Table 5 : Summary of error annotation task (count -number of errors for particular category; total -sum of errors, including subcategories)
Observations from the Error Annotation Task
The overall results of the error annotation task are summarized in Table 5 . Results show that although the segments were ranked as good, most of them contain more than one error per segment. The total number of errors is higher for SMT. There are twice as many errors related to fluency (77%) as to accuracy (28%) for SMT, while for NMT the fluency errors comprise 55% of errors, but accuracy errors -44%. The complexity of Latvian morphology is a reason why more than 1/4 of errors are grammar errors (35% for SMT and 27% for NMT), from which almost 1/5 of errors are word form errors (SMT 21%, NMT -19%). For instance, both MT systems generate the wrong form for the word "aerosols (spray)" when translating the sentence "How to use the nasal spray": the SMT system generates the singular nominative form aerosols (spray), while the NMT system generates singular genitive form aerosola (spray).
A significant difference between SMT and 4 http://translate5-metashare.dfki.de NMT outputs has been observed for three error subcategories -typography (the subcategory of fluency), mistranslation (the subcategory of accuracy) and omission (the subcategory of accuracy).
Typography errors are much more widespread in SMT (21.70%) than in NMT (11%). Usually these are cases where spaces are wrongly used (e.g. "beta -2 -agonisti" instead of "beta-2-agonisti" (beta-2-agonists), or wrong separators appear in numbers (e.g. "3,644" instead of "3644", or "0.5" instead of "0,5"). These errors, especially wrong separators, are not frequent in NMT translations.
The Latvian language has a very rich, morphology-based word-building potential (words are usually built by adding affixes to the stem). This feature resulted in a high number (19%) of mistranslations from the NMT system. Typical cases of mistranslation from the NMT system include the incorrect translation of numbers (e.g., 30 July 2012 is translated as 2008. gada 30. jūlijs), terms (e.g., drop (piliens) is translated as injekcija (injection)) and named entities (e.g., Naglazyme (Naglazyme) is translated as MabCampath).
Latvian also has a relatively free word order. In the case of a formal, narrow domain, where usually the word order is strict, it has a rather small influence even for the SMT system (9% of errors), while in the case of more general systems this could have much greater impact.
Errors of omission are much more frequent for NMT (15%) than for SMT outputs (10%). NMT also produces fewer (4%) word order errors than SMT (9%), while SMT has fewer (8%) spelling errors than NMT (11%).
Inter-annotator Agreement
Although the aim of this research was not to study consistency between annotations, but to identify and analyze the main error categories, 200 segments translated by SMT and NMT systems were annotated by two translators. The reason for having only two annotators was seriously debated in the consortium of the QT21 project 5 by a number of leading MT researchers. It was agreed that, to show inconsistencies/issues, common understanding of the annotation task, it is enough to have two annotators. The inter-annotator agreement is more like a sanity check for the fine-grained annotation levels (whether annotators have common understanding or not). Table 6 presents the summary on errors annotated in these segments.
Similarly to the whole error annotation task, slightly more errors are found in the SMT system's output. Table 6 also confirms the finding from the overall error annotation task, that NMT produces less typography and word order errors than SMT, but it produces more mistranslation and omission errors.
There are several error categories where translators have different opinions about the applicability of the particular categories. The table clearly demonstrates that the most complicated case was the identification of a correct subcategory for wrong word form errors. The annotator A1 mostly assigned the top category "word form" for such errors, while the annotator A2 marked them as agreement errors.
Another case of significant disagreement between annotators can be observed for fluency errors in the NMT post-editing task. As there was no consistent correspondence between an error category assigned by annotator A2 for cases where an- notator A1 marked fluency errors, we asked annotator A1 to explain her reasoning. She told us that she marked fluency errors where a post-editor during post-editing applied just stylistic corrections. After inspecting these cases, we agreed with her explanation. For inter-annotator agreement, we calculated free-marginal kappa under three different conditions (see Table 7 ): perfect match analysis (i.e., by taking the precise positions and (sub)categories of errors into account), error count analysis (i.e., by ignoring error positions), and error presence analysis (i.e., by just looking at whether both annotators identified that a segment contains a certain (sub)category of errors) 6 . The results show that when taking positions into account, there is just slight agreement between the annotators. This is explained by the different understanding of where errors need to be marked: one translator annotated errors at the character level, while the other -at the token level. For instance, in the case of wrong The inter-annotator agreement scores highlight the necessity for improvements in the general guidelines to mitigate the potential for disagreement. That being said, the inter-annotator agreement in the higher error levels (i.e., if we do not split errors up in 4 levels of sub-categories, but analyze only the top 2 levels) is good (over 0.6) for SMT and moderate (over 0.4) for NMT.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an analysis of narrow domain English-Latvian SMT and NMT systems, that were trained on a rather small in-domain corpus.
Translations of both systems were post-edited by professional translators and ranked depending on the complexity of editing. 83% of SMT translations and 73% of NMT translations were ranked as perfect, near perfect or very good, thus confirming the fact that in-domain MT systems can produce good quality translations even when the amount of training data is limited. The analysis of post-edited data allowed us to conclude that both approaches allow for an increase in translator productivity, with the NMT system showing slightly worse results in general, but better for good quality MT output. We believe that the lower results for the NMT system are linked to the relatively small size of the parallel corpus and the narrow domain.
By analysis of the manually annotated errors, we found that the SMT system produced twice as many errors related to fluency (77%) in comparison to those related to accuracy (28%), while for the NMT system the fluency errors comprise 55% of all errors, but accuracy errors -44%. In terms of error subcategories, widespread errors for both systems are grammar errors (35% for SMT and 27% for NMT), especially wrong word form errors (21% for SMT and 19% for NMT), indicating that morphologically rich languages, e.g., Latvian, are problematic for both MT systems, while improving with NMT. A significant difference between SMT and NMT outputs has been observed for three error subcategories -typography (22% for SMT and 11% for NMT), mistranslation (7% for SMT and 19% for NMT) and omission (10% for SMT and 15% for NMT).
The obtained results show that in the case of a narrow domain, if MT systems are trained on a small amount of data, the SMT system performs better than the NMT system. The reason why the SMT system in our case is better, is that from the small amount of data, SMT learns better terminology and phrases which are specific for the particular narrow domain. The situation differs for broad domain MT systems, as it has been demonstrated by recent WMT 2017 English-Latvian news domain results, where NMT and hybrid approaches were better.
